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School Support (Step Up)!
For many years Human Supporters Association has embraced hundreds of kids in the School
Support Program , these kids aged 7-9 years old , from 2nd , 3rd , and 4th grade , they had classes
in English , Arabic and Mathematics by one teacher for each subject , by using the non-formal
education , and these classes were to improve the educational and psychological level of these
kids.
According to the successful of the project during all the past years ,HSA decided to step up in the
project and make it bigger , so HSA hired 6 teachers , 2 teachers for each subject , and targeted
130 kids aged 7-10 years old from 2nd, 3rd, 4th and 5th grade.

We don’t forget to thank all who believed in our call and supported us , and with their support all
that was possible to happen , so we appreciate and thank , Le Amis de Naplouse ,Avec Human
Supporters , Chiesa Valdese , Regional Council –Pay de La Loir ,AIPEV-Onlus , for their support
and contribution.
And this time , the classes will be given in the headquarter of the association .
HSA will keep working on making their projects growing to provide the society with the best
activities and services.

Euro-Med France delegation visiting HAS
A delegation from Euro-Med France visited the association , and they were
welcomed by the Programs Director Mr. Ali Nobani and some volunteers of
the association.
The delegation was taken to a tour to The Old City of Nablus , were they
saw the historical sites and some place that was effected by the occupation
and the Israeli invasion , and were told some stories about how these actions
affected the life in the old city.
Then they watched some documentaries about the occupation and about the
association and its activities.
In the end of the visit , the delegation showed their appreciation and
satisfaction about what the association so to the society , and they showed
their interests also to open a communication and networking with us and
cooperation in the future.

Character of the month
Mrs. Hayat Abu Lawi
Mrs. Hayat Abu lawi , is married and a mother for 4 kids , she is one of the teachers who works
in the school Support for many years , she is teaching Mathematics .
Mrs. Abu Lawi completed her studies and got her Bachelor degree , while she was married and a
mother for 3 kids in that time , and since then she was successful in organizing between her life as
a housewife and a teacher in a very impressive way, and she still attending workshops , trainings
and conferences to improve her skills.
Mrs. Abu Lawi is talked to us about her experience in Human Supporters Association :
“I started in HSA many years ago in teaching in literacy program for mothers and school
dropouts, then I started working in School Support Program.
I’m very grateful for working in the association , because I found the chance to show my skills
and to improve them , and I am thankful as well for HSA to give me the chance to do that , and I
always feel like home when I am at work , because it is a place where I can be myself and present
my thoughts and Ideas”.
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Human Supporters activities
Human Supporters still has more activities during almost everyday
Dance Boys:
HSA has embraced a talented young people from the age of 14-16 years, and has provided them
with a place for training and to develop their skills in dance, and these young men are also give a
training to other group of children sometimes

Italian course:
HSA began an Italian language course for beginners in the mid of February, where the Italian
volunteer Yana Gori giving this session.
the duration of this course will be a for a month by 3 days a week with two hours for each
session, and approximately 15 volunteers Participated in this course , some of them are
volunteers from the association.

Theatre Training:
HSA provides a theatrical training during the days of the week , and has been open membership
to all who wish to participate in this training, in this training participants will learnhow to act ,
perform and self-expression and how to present a theatrical performance.

